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The aim of this paper is to discuss some relations among hereditary, strong and stable
radicals. In particular we investigate hereditariness of lower strong and stable radicals.
Some facts obtained are related to some results and questions of [2,6,7].

All rings in the paper are associative. Fundamental definitions and properties of
radicals may be found in [9]. Definitions of hereditary and strong radicals are used as in
Sands [7]. We say that a radical S is left {right) stable if

(p):for every ring R and every left (right) ideal / of R it follows S(I)QS(R).
Of course any left (right) stable radical is left (right) strong.

1. General remarks. In what follows M will denote a homomorphically closed class
of rings and LM(SM, StM) will be the lower (lower left strong [1], lower left stable [4])
radical determined by M.

For any ring A, A0 denotes the zero-ring on the additive group of A. For any class M
we define M° = {A \ A°sM}. It is easy to see that if M is a radical then so is M°. If a
radical M is hereditary and left (right) strong then M^M° (cf. [7]).

If P is a subring of a ring R then P* will denote the ideal of R generated by P. Of
course P* = JR1PR1 where R1 is the natural extension of R to the ring with unity.

LEMMA 1. Let S be a radical and P a subring of a ring R such that P°eS. Then
(P*)°eS. In particular if S is left strong (stable) then so is S°.

Proof. Since P* = R1PR1 then (P*)° = £ (aPb)°. Now it is easy to see that for any
a.beR1

aybeR1, f: P° -» (aPb)° given by f(p) = apb is a ring homomorphism, so (aPb)°eS. Thus
(P*)°eS.

COROLLARY 1. IfM<=M° then LM<=(LM)°, SM<=(SM)° and StM <= (StM)0.

Proof. Since M^LM and M^M° then M^(LM)°. But (LM)° is a radical, so
LM^(LM)°. Analogously, using Lemma 1, we obtain the result for SM and StM.

For any class M let us define

M = {A e M\ every ideal of A is in M}.

It is easy to see that for any radical S, S is also radical. If M = M then M = Mc. LM,
so LM = LM. Thus we have the well known

COROLLARY 2. The lower radical determined by a hereditary class is hereditary.

REMARK. Analogously as above, if a is an H-relation in the sense of [5] and S is a
radical then S = {A e S \ if BaA then B e S} is also radical. Thus if M is a-hereditary then
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so is LM. This proof is only somewhat simpler than that of [5], but this approach is very
convenient when we investigate hereditariness of lower strong or stable radicals.

PROPOSITION 1. If a radical S has the properties (a) S is left strong, (b) S c S°, and (c)
zero-rings from S are in S, then S is left strong.

Proof. Let L e S be a left ideal of A and / an ideal of L*. Then IL is an ideal of L
and a left ideal of /. Thus IL<=S(I). Now I(L*)2 = ILA'L* = ILL*QS(I)L*^ S(I). In
particular I 3£/(L*)2sS(/ ) . This implies that (I2 + S(I))/S(I) is isomorphic to some ideal
of (L*/S(/))°. Now the assumptions (a) and (b) give (L*/S(I))°e S, so by (c)
(J2 + S(/))/S(/)eS. But then P^S(I). Thus I/S(I) is a zero-ring and similarly as above,
IeS. The result follows.

COROLLARY 3 [3]. // a class M is hereditary and M^M° then the radical SM is
hereditary.

Proof. If A e SM is a zero-ring then by [1, Theorem_2] A e LM, so by Corollary 2,
A eSM. Now Corollary 1 and Proposition 1 imply that SM is a left strong radical. But

~ so SM = S~M.

As there are supernilpotent hereditary radicals that are not left strong (for example
the Brown-McCoy radical [1]) then the condition (a) of Proposition 1 is essential. Now we
prove that neither condition (b) nor condition (c) can be dropped.

EXAMPLE 1. Let Q be the field of rational numbers and let R be the ring of matrices

of the form ( I where a, b e Q. Then ^ = 11 n n ) a e ^ l ' s a ' e ^ '^e a ' °^ ^

isomorphic to Q such that L* = R and 1= I ( 1 \b e Q is an ideal of R isomorphic
with Q .

If M = {Q} then LM does not contain non-zero zero-rings. Thus by [1, Theorem 2]
SM also does not contain non-zero zero-rings. Hence SM satisfies (a) and (c). Also
LeSM but R£SM, so SM is not left strong.

Now let M = {Q, Q0}. Then, since the class D of all divisible _rings is a left strong
radical, and M c D , we have SM^D. Thus Q°^SMand also R<£SM but LeSM. The
radical SM, however, satisfies (a) and, by Corollary 1, (b).

Now we prove

PROPOSITION 2. If a radical S has the properties (a) S is left stable, (b) S c S°, and (c)
any zero-ring of S is in S, then S is left stable.

Proof. Let A be a ring and L e S a left ideal of a left ideal K of A. We need to show
that if / is an ideal of L* then IeS. Without loss of generality we may assume that
K = AlL. Let us first make the following observation: (*) if R is a subring of L* such that
R2^S(I) then ReS. Indeed, (R + S(I))IS(I) is isomorphic to some ideal of (L*/S(/))°«
(L*)°/(S(/))°, so by Lemma 1 and conditions (a), (c), (i?+S(7))/S(/)eS. Thus ReS . Now
IKL is a left ideal of IK and IK is a left ideal of /. Thus condition (a) implies that
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Now (LIK)2 = LIKLIK^LS(I)IKcS(I), so by (*) LIKeS. But UK is a left
ideal of IK and IK is a left ideal of /. Thus L/Kg S(I). This implies that I*L*I*IK*I* =
I*AlLA1I*IKA'I* = I*LI*IKI*^I*LIKI*^I*S(I)I*GS(I) (here I* denotes the ideal
of A generated by I; of course / is an ideal of I*). In particular /6sS(7). By (*), IeS
and the result follows.

Similarly as in Example 1 one can show that none of the conditions of Proposition 2
can be dropped. As in Corollary 3 we check.

COROLLARY 4 [4]. The lower left stable radical determined by a hereditary class M such
that M £ M° is hereditary.

In [8] Stewart has called a radical S strict if for any subring B of a ring A the fact
that BeS implies B*eS. Of course any strict radical is left and right stable and for any
class M there exists the lower strict radical determined by M i.e. the smallest strict radical
containing M In view of the results of this section it is natural to ask whether M is a
hereditary class such that M^M° then the lower strict radical determined by M is also
hereditary.

EXAMPLE 2. Let M = {K, K0} where K is the field of two elements and let S be the
lower strict radical determined by M. Then the ring K[x] of polynomials over K of
indeterminate x is in S. By [8, Theorem 2.1] it is easy to see that U = {A | any non-zero
homomorphic image of A contains non-zero idempotents or nilpotents} is a strict radical.
Since M g U then S c 17. This shows that the ideal (x) of K[x] generated by x is not
S-radical. Therefore S is not hereditary even though M^M° and M is hereditary with
respect to subrings.

2. One-sided hereditariness. It has been shown in [4] that there exists a class M
hereditary with respect to subrings such that M^M0 and such that StM is neither left nor
right hereditary. Now we shall investigate one-sided hereditariness of the lower strong
radicals. First we make some observations on such radicals.

LEMMA 2. For any element a of a ring R, / = r(a)a, where r{a) = {x e R \ ax = 0}, is an
ideal of Ra and I2 = 0. In addition Rail is a homomorphic image of aR.

Proof. The first part of the lemma is clear. It is also easy to see that the mapping
f:aR^>RalI given by /(ax) = xa + 7 is well defined. Clearly / is onto and preserves
addition. Let x, yeR. Then /(axay) = xaya +J = (xa + /)(ya +J) = /(ax) • /(ay), so / also
preserves multiplication.

A radical is said [6] to be principally left (right) hereditary if for every radical ring R
and element aeR Ra(aR) is radical.

By Lemma 2 we obtain immediately a result related to the question of [6, p. 363].

COROLLARY 5. If a radical S contains all zero-rings then S is principally left hereditary
if and only if S is principally right hereditary.

By [2, Lemma 3] we know that if S^ 0 is a left principally hereditary and right strong
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radical in the class of all associative algebras over a field F then S contains all
zero-F-algebras. Thus the quoted question of Sands has a positive answer for radicals in
the class of F-algebras.

Another result concerning similar questions and related to Sands question of [7, p.
23] is the following.

COROLLARY 6. Any right hereditary radical is left principally hereditary.

Proof. By Lemma 2 it is enough to prove that if R e S and P is a zero-subring of R
then PeS. But since P is a zero-ring then it is a right ideal of PR1. Thus right
hereditariness of S implies PeS.

Using Lemma 2 we can also give another proof of the following result.

COROLLARY 7 [7]. Any left strong and right hereditary radical S is right strong and left
hereditary.

Proof. Let L be a left ideal of R e S. Then by Corollary 6 Ra e S for any aeL. Using
the left strongness of S we get S(L)2 £ Ra = RL. Now L/RL = (L/RL)°=L°I(RL)° is

an ideal of R°I(RL)°. But by [7, Lemma 1], R°eS. Thus L/RLeS and in consequence
LeS.

Now let Pe S be a right ideal of a ring A. By [7, Lemma 1] (P*)°eS. If a e P then
a • P* is a right ideal of P. Since (la)2 = 0 where / = {x e P* \ ax = 0} then 7a is isomorphic
to some ideal of (P*)°. Thus the right hereditariness of S implies aP* e S and la e S. Now
Lemma 2 yields P*aeS. This and the left strongness of S implies that P*P= £ P*ac
S(P*). As in the first part we now obtain P*eS. This ends the proof. a e P

A left and right hereditary class of rings will be called one-sided hereditary.
For any class M define M = {A | any one-sided ideal of A is in M}. It is easy to see

that if M is a radical then so is M. Now we prove

PROPOSITION 3. If a radical S has the properties (a) S is left strong, (b) Sg.S°, and (c)
any ideal of a zero-ring of S is in S, then S is left strong.

Proof. Let LeS be a left ideal of a ring A and let K be a left ideal of L*. Then for
any keK, kL is a right ideal of LeS, so kLeS. By Lemma 2, (Lk + r(a)k)lr(a)k is a
homomorphic image of kL, hence (Lk + r(a)k)/r(a)keS. But r(a)k is isomorphic to an
ideal of (L*)°, so r(a)keS. Thus LkeS. This and the fact that Lk is a left ideal of K
implies LK= I Lk^S(K). Hence K3^(L*K)K = (LA1K)K^LA1K2^LL*K^

keK

LK^S(K). But KIK2 = K°l{K2)°eS and K2IK3~(K2)°l(K3)°eS, so K/K3eS. Therefore
KeS. . .

Now let P be a right ideal in L*. Let us observe that the set . *,. * of matrices

with the natural operations is a ring and I ) is its left ideal. Certainly I ) ~ L e

I is a zero-ring which is a sum of its subrings which are homomor-
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phic images of L°, so by (b), (c) ( j e S. Thus ( ] e S and by the already proved

result every left .deal of (Q J + (Q L ^ ^ 1S ,„ S. Hence ( ^ ^ J e

S. This shows that if L** denotes the ideal of L* generated by L then (PnL**)2g
PL** = PL(L*YeS. By our assumptions (PCiL**)°eS. This and the fact that
P n L**/PL** is a zero-ring implies P DL**/PL** e S. Hence P n L** € S. Now L*/L** is
a zero-ring, so every subring of it is in S. In particular P + L**/L**eS. Thus PeS. The
result follows.

Similarly to Corollary 3 one can check

COROLLARY 8. If M is a one-sided hereditary class such that M c M° then the lower left
strong radical determined by M is one-sided hereditary.

EXAMPLE 3. Let K be the field of two elements and let S be the lower left strong
radical determined by M = {K, K0}. It is easy to see that the ring R of all 2 x 2 matrices
over K is in S and that the field F of four elements can be embedded into R. But by [1,
Theorem 2] F£ S. This shows that S is not hereditary with respect to subrings even though
M is such and M^M°.

All obtained results concerning hereditariness of lower radicals can be demonstrated
by the following table (the sign " + " means that the corresponding radical satisfies the
condition which was satisfied by M and " - " that it does not. M denotes a class such that
McJVf0).

*\
lower lower lower

lower left strong left stable strict

hereditary + + + -
one-sided
hereditary + + - -
hereditary
with respect
to subrings + — — —

PROPOSITION 4. If the lower left strong radical SM determined by M is hereditary with
respect to subrings then M contains a finite field or all SM-rings are nil.

Proof. Let R e SM and <x> denote the subring of R generated by x e R. Then it is
well known that x is nilpotent or (x) can be homomorphically mapped onto a finite field F.
By [1, Theorem 2] FeM. This proves the proposition.

The famous problem of Koethe asks whether every nil left ideal of a ring R is
contained in the nil radical of R, i.e. whether the nil radical is left strong. By Proposition 4
we have

COROLLARY 9. The lower left strong radical determined by the class of all nil rings is
hereditary with respect to subrings if and only if the Koethe problem has a positive solution.
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3. Lattice of strong hereditary radicals. In this section we shall prove

PROPOSITION 5. If {St} is a family of left strong and hereditary radicals then so is
S=L(USi).

Proof. By Corollary 2 S is hereditary, so we shall prove that S is strong. Let L be a
left S-ideal of an S-semisimple ring R and let I = {aeL \La = 0}. If S(L//)^0 then for
some i, Sf(L//) = / / /^O. Let us observe that (LII). (J/I) is an ideal of J/IeSh so the
hereditariness of Sf implies (LII). (J/I)e St. But (LII). (JIT) = ( U + /) / /«LJ/(LJn I). Now
for any b e L the mapping fb :(J/J)°-» (bJ)° given by fb(j + I) = bj is a well defined (as LI = 0)
ring homomorphism. Hence, since St c S° [7], (bJ)°e Sf. Thus (LJ)° = £ (bJ)°e Sf. But S,

beL

is hereditary and I2 = 0, so L J n I = (U) o nJ°e S. Hence U is a left S{ -ideal of R. Thus
LJ £ Sf (R) c S(R) = 0, so J = I. This contradiction shows that I = L and hence L2 = 0. But
then (L*)2 = (L + LR)2 = 0. Therefore L e S is an ideal of L*, so L c S(R) = 0. This proves
the proposition.

COROLLARY 10. The class of all left strong and hereditary radicals is a complete
sublattice in the lattice of all radicals.
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